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In the Matter of
GREGORY OSBORN
ORDER DENYING REQUEST TO MODIFY SETTLEMENT ORDER
On October 31, 2014, the Commission accepted Gregory Osborn’s offer of settlement
and entered an order that, among other things, barred him from acting in specified capacities in
the securities industry (the “Order”).1 Osborn moves to modify or vacate the bars. The Division
of Enforcement opposes Osborn’s request. For the reasons set forth below, we deny his motion.
I.

Background

Osborn was a managing partner of registered broker-dealer Middlebury Securities, LLC.
In the Order, the Commission found that Osborn, in the course of his employment at Middlebury,
made material misrepresentations in selling short-term notes (“Notes”) of Navagate, Inc. from
December 2009 through March 2011. Osborn touted a personal guarantee from Navagate’s CEO
that purportedly backed the Notes. But Osborn knew or must have known that the CEO “did not
have anywhere near sufficient liquid assets to make good on his” personal guarantee. And
despite the fact that Navagate started defaulting on the Notes in June 2010, Osborn “continued
selling the Notes, but failed to tell any new investors about the defaults.” Also, in October 2010,
Osborn “used some of the proceeds of the Notes to pay back earlier investors, contrary to the
disclosed use of proceeds” in the offering documents.
Osborn, Navagate, and Navagate’s CEO sold approximately $3.2 million in Notes,
including approximately $2.2 million after Navagate started defaulting in June 2010. The CEO
did not make good on his personal guarantee. As of early 2014, Navagate owed more than $1.25
million in principal and $1.4 million in interest on the Notes.
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The Commission determined that Osborn willfully violated, and willfully aided, abetted,
and caused violations of, Section 10(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and Rule 10b-5
thereunder, and Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933.2 The Commission barred Osborn
from association with any broker, dealer, investment adviser, municipal securities dealer,
municipal adviser, transfer agent, or nationally recognized statistical rating organization;
prohibited him from serving or acting as an employee, officer, director, member of an advisory
board, investment adviser or depositor of, or principal underwriter for, a registered investment
company or affiliated person of such investment adviser, depositor, or principal underwriter; and
barred him from participating in any offering of a penny stock. The Commission further ordered
Osborn to cease and desist from committing or causing any violations and any future violations
of Exchange Act Section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, and Securities Act Section 17(a).
In the Order, the Commission also instituted additional proceedings to determine what, if
any, disgorgement, civil penalties, and prejudgment interest were in the public interest. An
administrative law judge issued an initial decision that ordered Osborn to pay partial
disgorgement of $150,000; the law judge did not impose prejudgment interest or civil penalties
after considering Osborn’s demonstrated inability to pay.3 Osborn did not appeal the initial
decision, and the Commission issued a notice stating that the administrative law judge’s initial
decision had “become the final decision of the Commission.”4
Osborn has filed a request that we “reduce the [bars in the Order] to ‘time served’ or
3 years.” The Division filed a brief opposing Osborn’s request. Our order scheduling briefs in
this matter provided Osborn with an opportunity to file a reply brief, but he did not do so.
II.

Analysis

In reviewing requests to lift or modify bar orders, we consider whether, “under all the
facts and circumstances presented, it is consistent with the public interest and investor protection
to permit the petitioner to function in the industry without the safeguards provided by the bar.”5
The factors that guide the Commission’s “public interest/investor protection inquiry” are:
the nature of the misconduct at issue in the underlying matter; the time that has passed
since issuance of the administrative bar; the compliance record of the petitioner since
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issuance of the administrative bar; the age and securities industry experience of the
petitioner, and the extent to which the Commission has granted prior relief from the
administrative bar; whether the petitioner has identified verifiable, unanticipated
consequences of the bar; the position and persuasiveness of the Division of
Enforcement’s response to the petition for relief; and whether there exists any other
circumstance that would cause the requested relief from the administrative bar to be
inconsistent with the public interest or the protection of investors.6
Relief is appropriate only in “compelling circumstances,” and in the usual case the bar will
remain in place.7 Maintaining a bar serves the public interest and investor protection by ensuring
that the Commission “retains its continuing control over [a] barred individual[’s] activities.”8
Nonetheless, the Commission will act in response to those situations in which the equitable need
for relief warrants vacating or modifying the bar order.9 As explained below, Osborn fails to
establish the compelling circumstances necessary to vacate or modify his bar order because the
factors that guide our inquiry establish that relief is not appropriate.
Nature of the misconduct at issue in the underlying matter: We look to the findings of
the Order to evaluate Osborn’s misconduct. In the Order, we found that Osborn willfully
violated, and willfully aided, abetted, and caused violations of, Exchange Act Section 10(b) and
Rule 10b-5 thereunder and Securities Act Section 17(a) in selling the Notes during a period of
more than a one year. In so finding, we determined that Osborn acted knowingly or recklessly.
Osborn’s misconduct also significantly harmed the noteholders: Navagate owed more than
$2.65 million on the defaulted Notes as of early 2014. We conclude that Osborn engaged in
“serious and extensive” misconduct that “militate[s] against relief.”10
Osborn contends that his conduct was not serious because he did not act “with ill intent,”
did “everything with [c]ompliance and [c]ounsel review,” and was lied to by Navagate and its
CEO about their fraud. According to Osborn, he consented to the Order because of financial and
medical concerns and “might have fared differently” had he not done so. But because Osborn
settled, he waived the right to “complain that the record is inaccurate or incomplete.”11 Osborn
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“elected to forgo further proceedings”; “‘[h]is choice was a risk, but calculated and deliberate
and such as follows a free choice,’” and he “‘cannot be relieved of such a choice’” now.12 We
will not entertain Osborn’s collateral attack on the settlement.13
Time that has passed since issuance of the administrative bar: Less than five years have
passed since we entered the Order imposing the bars that Osborn seeks to have vacated. This is a
relatively short period of time. This factor weighs against Osborn’s motion.14
The compliance record of, and any regulatory interest in, the petitioner since issuance of
the administrative bar: Osborn has no compliance record since issuance of the Order. Although
barred individuals may seek and obtain from FINRA or the Commission consent to associate in
various capacities in the securities industry notwithstanding their bars, Osborn has not done so.
Thus, this part of this factor weighs against relief because Osborn “cannot demonstrate a record
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of compliance in [any] capacity.”15 Nonetheless, Osborn also has not been the subject of any
regulatory interest. This part of this factor weighs in Osborn’s favor. As a whole, this factor
militates neither for nor against relief.
The age and securities industry experience of the petitioner, and the extent to which the
Commission has granted prior relief from the administrative bar: Osborn’s age and experience
are not substantially different from when the Commission entered the Order barring him. They
do not provide grounds to vacate the bars imposed less than five years ago. Moreover, “[w]e
generally first grant incremental relief in our cases vacating bars.”16 Rule of Practice 193
provides a process for barred individuals to apply for consent to associate notwithstanding the
bar.17 As part of this process, an individual seeking reentry to the securities industry must
provide detailed information regarding expected supervision.18 FINRA also provides a process
for an individual to seek consent to associate with a FINRA member firm notwithstanding a
bar.19 A firm and the barred individual it seeks to employ will fail to meet “their burden ‘to
show that . . . continued employment in the securities industry would be in the public interest’” if
they fail “to establish heightened supervisory plans” for barred individuals.20 These processes
allow a barred individual to “establish a satisfactory compliance record” while under heightened
supervision “before moving to vacate the bar.”21 Osborn has not obtained consent to associate
notwithstanding his bar, and now seeks to avoid this process entirely. To allow this “would
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permit [Osborn] to engage in activities restricted by [his] bars without a prior period of
demonstrated compliance.”22 Given our precedent, this factor weighs heavily against Osborn.
Whether the petitioner has identified verifiable, unanticipated consequences of the bar:
Osborn contends that because of the bar he is “struggling to find work,” that he lost a job
opportunity in September 2016, and that he has suffered financial and reputational damage. But
these issues arise from the bar itself and are no more than the “natural and foreseeable
consequences” of the Order.23 Osborn also contradicts his assertion that he is “struggling to find
work” elsewhere in his filings because in an exhibit to his motion—emails from September 2016
with a firm that interviewed him—Osborn stated that he has a “good job” making “$150k base
plus up to $300k additional in bonus” and that he has company stock.
The position and persuasiveness of the Division of Enforcement: The Division opposes
Osborn’s request. We find persuasive the Division’s argument that “Osborn cannot demonstrate
. . . any compelling circumstances necessary to warrant a modification of the bars” and that
“Osborn’s conduct both during and after the fraud suggests that he refuses to accept
responsibility for his actions and that a permanent bar continues to be in the public interest.”
This factor does not favor Osborn.
Whether there exists any other circumstance that would cause the requested relief from
the administrative bar to be inconsistent with the public interest or the protection of investors:
This factor weighs against Osborn. It appears that Osborn still fails to understand the seriousness
of his misconduct. In the email attached as an exhibit to his motion, Osborn misrepresented the
Commission proceeding that led to the Order by stating that it was “not a legal process” with “a
judge” and that “[o]nly things that are criminal, theft, fraud etc go to DOJ.”
*

*

*

Based on the foregoing, we find that Osborn has failed to show compelling circumstances
that establish it is consistent with the public interest and investor protection to modify or vacate
the bars imposed upon him in our October 31, 2014 order.
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Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED that the request by Gregory Osborn to modify the order
we entered in these proceedings on October 31, 2014, is DENIED.
By the Commission.
Vanessa A. Countryman
Acting Secretary

